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1 Introduction 
At present reliability aspects in computer performance evaluation 
receive considerable attention under the name of performability (cf. 
[2], [4], [8], [9]). Here one may typically think of breakdowns, error 
detection and fault-tolerancy (cf. [6]). 
As such features are most complicated to analyze analytically, both 
numerical and approximate, performance evaluation techniques are 
extensively studied (cf. [8], [9]). Usually, these are computationally 
most expensive. Particularly, reduction methods have therefore been 
developed. Most notably, in an elegant paper [9], results on 
decomposability as developed in [2] and [3] were applied and extended to 
approximate system availability in repairable multi-computer systems. 
These results however still require a fair amount of computational 
effort while in engineering situations one may just be interested in a 
quick rough estimate. In [16] a simple bound has been provided for a 
single station with breakdowns. For networks, however, simple estimates 
or bounds do not seem to be available. 
This paper studies open Jackson networks, such as representing an 
interconnected computer network or a circuit- or packet switching 
communication system, for which system departures can be blocked, for 
instance due to a common output device which is subject to breakdowns, 
an error detection or a saturated next stage in an integrated network. 
The prime motivation is to study the increase of station workloads due 
to output blocking. To this end, simple estimates for station workloads 
or throughputs will be provided along with an explicit error bound of 
their accuracy. These estimates will not be accurate but may typically 
prove to be useful in an engineering environment to give one: 
(i) A first indication of order of magnitude 
(ii) Quantitative or qualitative insight. 
The prooftechnique, which is based on Markov reward theory, is of 
interest in itself and seems promising for extension to more complex 
performability structures. 
2.1 Model 
Consider an open Jackson queuëing network of N service stations, with 
jobs routing from one station to another to receive certain amounts of 
service and jobs arriving from outside according to a Poisson process 
with parameter A. A job requLres an exponential amount of service at 
station i with parameter pL and station i provides an amount f£ (n±) of 
service per unit of time when nA jobs are present, where fj (nA) is 
assumed to be non-decreasing in nt as natural and to be bounded for 
technical convenience (see remark 4 in section 2.3). 
An arriving job is assigned station j with probability p0j and upon 
service completion at station i routes to station j with probability p u 
or request to leave the system with probability
 Pl0 - 1 -
[pu + ... + p i N]. This request, however, can be blocked depending upon 
the output status being "up" or "down" as will be described below. When 
"up" it is granted and the job departs the system. When "down" it is 
blocked and the job has to stay at station i where it receives a new 
service. 
VA rV< 
down 
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The "up" and "down" output status is determined by exponential times 
with parameters vx and u0. respectively. This may for example reflect a 
common output device or link that once in av while breaks down and 
requres repair or, as in packet switching communication networks, an 
error that arises when information on the job completion is to be 
stored. Typically, the time fraction ux/(v0 + ux) that the system is 
down should hereby be thought of as being small. 
The above system does no longer exhibit a simple closed form expression 
such as Jackson's celebrated product form when blocking wouldn't occur 
(V-L-0) . Only for the special case of a single service facility subject 
to this type of breakdown (independent case), a closed form expression 
for the generating fraction of the queue length has been reported (cf 
[7], p. 103). 
2.2 Simple performance estimate 
Performance measure of interest We aim to evaluate the effect of output 
breakdowns on stations with pf0 > 0 and denote by Lj the mean number of 
service completions per unit of time (workload or throughput) at 
station i. 
Modification As the quantity doesn't seem to have a simple closed form 
expression we propose an estimate Ll by modifying the system such that 
departures are never blocked. This is naturally attained by assuming 
that the output states can never become down, that is u1=0, but for a 
technical purpose in the next section we model this as follows. 
Special interpretation Consider an open Jackson queueing network as 
described of which the output status can also alternatively be "up" and 
"down" for exponential times with parameters vx and v0 respectevely, but 
where the output status has no impact on the queuing network. More 
precisely that is, when a job completes a service station i it always 
leaves the system with probability pi0 = l-S^oP^ , regardless of the 
"up" or "down" status. 
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Estimates Clearly, under the above interpretation the behaviour of the 
population vector n = (nlt...,nN) describing the number of jobs nA at 
all stations i, is stochastically equivalent to that of the Standard 
Jackson network when ux=0. As a result, from Jackson's celebrated 
product form we thus conclude 
S"_0 Mtfj(k) (Aj/M,)k f j fr(j) 'X 
U 
S°° (Aj//*,)* 
k-O 
where Af is uniquely determined, up to normalization, by 
h " APoj + 5?-i ^Pij (J-1.....N). 
A comparison of the value Lj of actual interest and this approximate 
value Lj is this to be made. Most notably, we aim to find an error 
bound for 
|L, - Lj I 
Remark Clearly, also other performance measures can be of interest, for 
which similar approaches as following herein can be employed. Some 
direct consequences of the one studied above are the following 
(i) When station Z has an infinite number of servers, then by Little's 
law we immediately obtain an estimate for the mean station length. 
(ii) When the stations can be ordered such that feedback among stations 
j with Pj
 0 = 0 is not possible, the throughput can be estimated 
at these stations also by setting 
Lj = Ap0j + Ei ^ Pij 
where f^  for Pi0 > 0 is the estimate given by (i) for 1 = i. 
(iii) If all station lenghts can be estimated (e.g. as under (i) and 
either p,0 > 0 for all j or (ii)), the total system size and thus 
also (by Little's law again) response time can be estimated. D 
n 
Li = l 
f,(j) 
-
1 
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2.3 Error bound 
For both the original and modified model, let the state of the system be 
represented by [n,0] where n = (nx nN) denotes the number of jobs 
at station i and where 8 - 1 or 0 depending upon whether the output status 
is "up" or "down" respectively. Further, by n up to one job more (+) or 
less (-) at station i and we read 1{A} for an indicator of an event A, 
i.e. 1{A} = 1 if A is satisfied and 1{A}~ 0 otherwise. 
Throughout, we use an upper bar symbol "-" for expressions corresponding 
to the modified model 1 and the symbol "(-)" to indicate that the 
expression is to be read both for the original and modified model. 
By virtue of the above interpretation of the modified model both the 
original and modified model then constitute a continuous time irredu-
cible Markov chain at the same set of reachable states R = R -= 
{[n,8] | n± > 0, 1-1 N, 8 - 0,1}. Let '^([n.Ö], [n',8']) 
denote the corresponding transition rates for a transition froni state 
[n',0'] in [n',8']. Then we have 
(-) q([n,«], [n',8']) -
A P 0 j 
he = i > u i 
ho- 0 } U 0 
^ f i ( n j ) P i j 
n' = 
n' = 
n' 
n' 
n +
 ej 
n, 0=0, 0'=1 
n, 0-1, 8'-0 
n - e± + ej (j*0) 
but 
q([n,0], [n-ej.tf]) - l{fl = i} Mi f i (^  ) pi0 
q([n,0], [n-ej(0]) = / ^ ( n ^ p ^ (0=0,1) (2) 
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Now, let Q be such that for all [n,6] e'ë? 
A + VQ + vi + SiMifi(ni) < Q (3) 
Then we can apply the Standard uniformization technique (cf. [15], p. 
110) to transform the continuous-time Markov chains in discrete-time 
Markov chains and employ inductive Markov reward theory. More precisely, 
first define the transition probabilities 
- Vün,*], [n',6']) = 
(q5 ([n,0], [n',0'])/Q [n',0'Mn,0] 
^ l ï ' . f l t l ï . e i q(["'ö]' [n'><?'])/Q [n',ö']-[n,fl] 
and next, let the functions Vt(.) at R be recursively determined by 
(- ) 
V
t + 1 ( [ n , 9 ] ) = 
/i|fj(n,)pj0/Q + 2 - V ü n , * ] , [n' , 8 '} ) Vt ([n' , 8 ' ]) 
t n , o J 
(4) 
(5) 
Then by Standard Markov reward arguments (cf. [10]) and the uniformiza-
tion technique (cf. [15], p.110) we conclude that for any [n,0]e R : 
(jLi " U V „ l ^ T dn,*]) (6) 
The next lemma will be essential in the key-theorem. 
Lemma 2.1 For i=l, . . . ,N all [n+ei ,8] e R - R and all t, we have 
0 < Ai Vt([n,0]) = Vt([n+eit8]) - Vt<[n,0]) < l. (7) 
Proof We will apply induction to t. Clearly, (7) holds for t = 0 as 
V0(.) = 0. Suppose that (7) holds for t < m. Then by (2) and (5) and 
substituting h = 1/Q we obtain for t = m + 1: 
Ai V m + 1 ( [ n , 0 ] ) 
h Mjf, ( n { + l ) p^Q + 
hA S j P o j ^ d n + e i + e j . f f ] ) + 
h u o ^ { « - o } ^ ( [ n + e l f l ] ) + h u 1 l { , . 1 } V B ( [ n + e i , 0 ] ) + 
h S j M j f j d i j ) t ^
 = i p j s V m ( [ n + e i - e j + e s , ö ] ) + 1 { fl = 1 } P j 0 V ( [ n + e i - e j , 1 ] ) ] + 
h
 M i [^(n+D-f^n)] 2» i P i s V m ( [ n + e s , 0 ] ) + l { , . 1 } p i 0 V < [ n ^ ] ) 
1-h JA + ve + S j / i j f j C n j ) [ S J ^ P j . + l { e = 1 ) P j 0 ] + 
^ i [ f i (n+l ) - f i (n ) ] [S*_ i p l l I + l { e = 1 } P i 0 ] } V([ i*e i f *]) } 
h pt f j (n{ ) p { 0 + 
^ S j P o j V m ( [ n + e j , ö ] + 
h u o l { e = o } V m ( [ n , l ] ) + hu x l { e . 1 } V ( [ n , 0 ] ) + 
h S ^ j f j C n j ) ^
 = 1 P j s V m ( t n - e j + e s , ( ? ] ) + 1 { e = 1 } P j 0Vm ( [ n - e ^ , 1 ] ) 
1-h JA + ve + S j / i j f j C n j ) [ ^ = 1 P j s + l { e = 1 } P j 0 ] V m ( [ n , 0 ] ) 
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h/ij [fjj ( n j + l ) ) - f j (xijj ) ] p { 0 
**
 2jPoj Ai^Ctn+ej.tf]) + 
h u0 l^.ojAiV.Un.l]) + h V l l ^ . i j A i ^ C I Ü . O ] ) + 
h
 S j M j f j ( n j ) E* = 1 P j s A ^ a n - e j + e , , * ] ) + l { e = 1 } P j 0 A ^ ( [ n - e j , 1 ] ) 
V m ( [ n , l ] ) - V m ( [ n , l ] ) hMjfiCn+D-f.Cn)] {^
 = 1 P i s AsVm ( [n, 0] )+ l { e = 1 } p i ( 
l-hJA+^+Sj/ijfjCnj) t ^
 = i p j s + l { e = 1 } P j 0 ] + h M i [ f i ( n 1 + l ) - f i ( n i ) ] 
[ s s = 1 P i s + 1 { e = i } P i o ] Ai^Ctn.ö]) (8) 
For i ^ i the induction hypothesis (7) for t = m and the f act that 
f±(nA) is nondecreasing now directly proves (7) also for t - m + 1. For 
i = 2, the lower estimate 0 in (7) for t = m + 1 also follows directly 
by substituting the induction hypothesis: AjVm(.) > 0. To conclude the 
upper estimate, first note that the one but last term is equal to 0. 
Then, by letting the first additional positive term: h fti [f^C^ + 1) -
fi (ni) ] Pio replace this one but last term and using (3), the upper 
estimate 1 in (7) for t = m + 1 and i - i is also concluded. D 
We are now able to prove the main result. It showes that station 
throughputs are enlarged due to repeated services upon output blocking, 
as intuitively obvious (also see remark below), with an error bound of 
linear order in the probability that the system is down. 
Theorem 
0 < L { - L t < [v1/(v0+v1)} s u p f S i M i f i C n ^ P i J Vio'1 (9) 
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Proof Consider an arbitrary t and [n,0] e R . Then from (5) we 
derive 
Vt([n,*]) - Vt(.[n,*]) = 
S \v([n,e],[n',9'])'V([n,e],[n' ,9'])ht.1([n' ,6']) H 
[ Vt.x([n',ö']) - Vt_x(tn',Ö']) 2 - p([n,0],[n',0']) 
t n ' , 6 ' ] 
Further, from (3) and (4) we conclude 
[n* , 6* ] p([n,0], [n' ,8'])-p([nJ], [n',8']) Vt-x([n',0']) 
1{e = o} ^i^ifi^i)Vif Vt([n-eif0]) - Vt([n,0]) Cf1 (11) 
By iteratively substituting (11) in (10) and repeating (10) for t = T, 
T-l,...,l, and using that V0(.) — 0, we obtain 
VT([n,Ö]) - VT([n,*]) = 
2*~J Pk([n,0], [n',0']) l^^ojS^if^ni^Pio 
Vi-k-iCtn'-ei.O]) - V ^ ü n ' . O ] ) 
(12) 
where Pk(.,.) denotes the k-th power of the one-step transition 
probabilities (or matrix) P(.,.)- The lower estimate 0 from (7) together 
with (6) directly gives the lower estimate 0 in (9) if in (12) we let 
T -* co and divide by T. The upper estimate in (9) is concluded similarly 
by using the upper estimate 1 from (7), recalling (3) and noting (e.g. 
by simple renewal theory) that the fraction of time that the system is 
down tends to vl / (v0 + ux) if T •+ o, 
Example (Single server tandem line) Consider a tandem line of N-single 
server station and let i=N so that pi0=0 f°r i-5*^  an<! PJO=1- Then by (9) 
0
 ^ LN " hi ^ [ui/(uo+ui)l % 
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Remarks 
1. (Upper bound) The lower estimate 0 in (9) or equivalently the fact 
that the station throughput in the modified model dominates that of the 
original model may seem trivial. However, as in [1], [11] or [13] one 
can sometimes give counterintuitive examples in which a throughput is 
increased by rejecting specific arrivals. Relatedly, a throughput can 
sometimes be decreased by blocking specific departures. 
2. (Error bound) The absolute error bound in (9) will be quite large 
when the service capacities can become large. In that case, however, 
also the values L{ are likely to be large. Roughly, (9) may then lead 
to relative error bounds of order v1 / (v0 + v1) which is to be thought 
of as being small, say in the order of 1 a 2%. 
3. (Prooftechnique) Monotonicity prooftechniques have received consi-
derable attention over the last decade (e.g. [11], [14], [18], [19]). 
The proof technique employed herein can be seen as an extension as it 
also provides error bounds. This technique has already been succesful in 
simple one- or two-station models (cf. [16], [18]). The present 
application, in contrast, is multidimensional. Moreover, some other 
technical details such as the use and limiting argument of equation (12) 
are new. The prooftechnique thus seems of interest in itself as well as 
for further application. 
4. (Bounded rates) The proof seems to essentially require the 
restrictive boundedness assumption (3) in order to apply the 
uniformization technique (4). However, by using an approximate 
uniformization as recently developed in [17], the results can be relaxed 
to allow for unbounded rates. The details are rather technical and 
therefore omitted. 
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